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Abstract

Dependence constrain the parallel execution of an im-

perative program and are typically enforced by synchro-

nization instructions. These synchronization instruc-

tions can represent a significant part of the overhead in

the parallel execution of a parallel program. Some of the

dependence in the program may be redundant because

they are covered by some other dependence. ln this

paper an efficient algorithm to remove the redundant

dependence in simple loops with constant dependence

is presented. In the case of simple loops the redundancy

is uniform, and all the redundant dependence are de-

termined by determining redundant dependence at a

node. Redundancy is not necessarily uniform in a dou-

bly nested loop, A sufficient condition for uniformity of

redundancy in a doubly nested loop is developed.

1 Introduction

Dependence constrain the parallel execution of pro-

grams. The dependence structure of a computation can

be characterized by a directed acyclic graph (DAG),

where the nodes represent tasks and directed edges rep-

resent precedence constraints. These dependence edges

correspond to explicit synchronization required under

asynchronous model of parallel execution. If the depen-

dence edge in the DAG is transitive then there is an

alternate path from the source node of a dependence to

the sink node of a dependence through a sequence of

other edges. The synchronizing instruction correspond-
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ing to a transitive edge is superfluous because the occur-

rence of the synchronization event through the alternate

path implies that the precedence constraints implied by

this edge is implicitly guaranteed. Since synchronization

events involve non-trivial and often significant execution

overhead such as message passing or busy-waiting, it is

of interest to minimize the number of synchronization

events, without decreasing exploitable parallelism. This

paper addresses the efficient removal of redundant de-

pendence edges in the context of simple as well as doubly

nested loops with constant dependence vectors.

The problem of recognizing and removing redundant

dependence in simple loops with constant dependence

is studied by Li and Abu-Sufah [9] and Midkiff and

Padua [10]. Li and Abu-Sufah identify only a sub-

set of redundant dependence because they only test

for potential dependence that can cover a given depen-

dence. On the contrary, Midkiff and Padua search for

a sequence of dependence that can cover a given de-

pendence. They recognized that the regular nature of

the dependence distances at each point of the itera-

tion space could be exploited. They apply the tran-

sitive closure algorithm [1] on a small subgraph of size

d ~.. + 1, where d~a. is the maximum dependence dis-

tance among the dependence edges. However, their al-

gorithm is inefficient on two counts -

1.

2.

The transitive closure is generated k times, where

k is the number of dependence in the loop; each

time removing the edge to be tested from the initial

adjacency matrix. Aa shown by Aho, Gary and

Unman [1] it is not really necessary to generate

k transitive closures to obtain all the redundant

information.

As will be shown in this paper, in the context of

loops with constant dependence vectors, it is in fact

not necessary even to generate a single complete

transitive closure - the regularity of the reduced

graph can be further exploited to more efficiently
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deduce all the redundant edges.

This paper extends the previous work in two ways. First

an efficient algorithm for recognition of redundant edges

with regular loops is proposed. The key to the efficient

recognition of redundant edges in regular loops is that

the identification of transitive edges from a single node

of a DAG can be done by a variant of a depth first

search. This is possible because sequential execution

order (SEO) of the nodes of the graph can be used to

ensure that no node is visited before any node that pre-

cedes it in the SEO.

The second contribution of this paper is characteri-

zation of redundancy for doubly nested loops with con-

stant dependence. Although theoretically all the mul-

tidimensional nested loops can be transformed mechani-

cally into a simple, often in this process the regularity in
the dependence structure is lost. When a doubly nested

loop with constant dependence is so transformed into a

single loop, the transformed loop will not have uniform

constant dependence. It is necessary to retain the 2-

dimensional nature of the iteration space in order to ac-

curately characterize redundancy of dependence edges.

Two basic issues are addressed here :

1.

2.

How can an appropriate subgraph of the iteration

space be identified, that can serve in the determi-

nation of redundant edges?

In a bounded 2-dimensional iteration space, at

which points a dependence edge is redundant?”

Since dependence vectors can have negative components

along the inner dimension, an edge is not necessarily

uniformly redundant at all points of the iteration space.

A characterization of a sufficient condition for unifor-

mit y of redundant y is developed.

The background material is presented in section 2.

Section 3 presents the algorithm for finding redundant

edges at a node. Application of this algorithm to simple

loops with constant dependence is discussed in section

4. The central idea in section 4 is similar to that of Mid-
kiff and Padua. They consider controlled path graph

(CPG), whereas we consider the iteration space depen-

dence graph. In this section we formally identify the

subgraph to be analyzed. This section presents a nice

introduction to our proof techniques. Doubly nested

loops with constant dependence are discussed in sec-

tion 5. Section 6 gives the conclusions of this research.

The concepts in our paper are presented by considering

ISDG, and they are equally applicable for any regular

graphs.

2 Background

Iterations of a simple loop can be mapped onto discrete

points on a line[15]. Henceforth, unless explicitly spec-

ified, all the loops are assumed to have a step of one

and the lower bound on the loop control variable (Ice)

is assumed to be one. Hence, a simple loop with n itera-

tions is represented by points 1 to n on a line. Similarly,

the iterations of a doubly nested loop can be mapped

onto discrete points in a two dimensional space. Based

on the shape of the iteration space, doubly nested loops

are classified into three categories: rectangular, trape-

zoidal, and irregular. An example of each of the three

classes is given in Fig. 1. In the case of a rectangular

loop the number of iterations in the inner loop is inde-

pendent of the outer loop iteration. If the number of

iterations in the inner loop is a linear function of the
iteration number of the outer loop, then such loops are

classified as trapezoidal. In an irregular loop the number

of iterations in the inner loop is a non-linear function of

the iteration number of the outer loop.

DO I := l,IMAX

DO J := l,N

END

END

a) Rectangular Loop

DO I := l,IMAX

DO J:=l,a*l+b

END
END

b) Trapezoidal Loop

DO I := l,IMAX

DO J := l,ub[i]

END

END

c) Irregular Loop

Figure 1: Classification of Iteration Space for Doubly

Nested Loops

In general, iterations of a D–nested loop can be

viewed as points in a D—dimensional iteration space.
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The indez vector of an iteration gives the coordinates

of the corresponding point in the discrete Cartesian co-

ordinate system. A point in an iteration space can be

viewed as a vector defined by the line connecting the

origin of the coordinate system to the point. We use

the notation p, to denote a point and Pi to denote the

corresponding vector.

Parallel execution of the iterations of a loop is con-

strained by dependence. The inter-iteration depen-

dence in a loop can be formally represented by an Iter-

ation Space Dependence Graph (ISDG)[15]. An ISi)G

is a directed acyclic graph G(V, E), where V and E are

the set of nodes and the set of edges, respectively. Each

point in the iteration space is associated with a unique

node in the graph, hence, the cardinality of V is equal

to the number of points in the iteration space. lience-

forth, we use point and node interchangeably. An edge

(~, U) E E signifies the existence of a dependence from

the iteration denoted by ~ to the iteration denoted by

~. The dependence distance of a inter-iteration depen-

dence is given by subtracting the iteration vector of the

source of a dependence from that of the sink. Iience,

a dependence distance of an N—way nested loop is a

vector in iV-dimensional space. For any point PI, and

dependence distance di the adjacent point of the point

pl due to the dependence is given by PI + di. An ISDG

is classified as regular if the existence of a dependence of

distance di from a node implies the existence of such a

dependence from each node that haa an adjacent point

at distance di in the iteration space. Note that in a

multidimensional loop da is a vector.

DOi:=lto7

A[i] := A[i-3] + A[i+5];

END

a) Do Loop used to Illustrate lSDG

o@ @@@@o
b)ISDG of the loop in (a)

Figure 2: Illustration of lSDG

Fig. 2 shows a regular ISDG. The loop given in

Fig. 2(a) has seven iterations, hence, the iteration space

has seven nodes. The flow dependence from iteration i

to iteration i + 3 manifests itself as an edge from node

i to node i + 3 in the ISDG. Similarly, due to the anti-

dependcnce from iteration i to iteration i + 5 there is

an edge from node i to node i + 5. ~From the perspec-

tive of parallel execution, an edge (~, Vj ) signifies the

constraint that some instruction in the iteration cor-

responding to Vj has to be executed only after some

instruction in the iteration corresponding to Vi. The

denser the iteration space graph, the higher the number

of synchronization to be executed. In general, synchro-

nization instructions are expensive, and the sparser the

ISDG the smaller the overheads in parallel execution.

Some of the dependence in the iteration space may be

redundant because they are covered by some other de-

pendence. A dependence from iteration i to iteration

k is redundant if and only if

●

●

There exists a sequence of iterations ii, iz, . . . . ij

such that j > 0 and there is a dependence from im

to i,n+l for 1< m < j.

There is a dependence from iteration i to iteration

il and from iteration ij to iteration k.

Elimination of redundant dependence reduces the syn-
chronization overheads in the parallel execution of a
loop. In the next section, we present an algorithm to

reduce the number of synchronization instructions re-

quired by removing the redundant edges from a regular

ISDG. This algorithm uses a variant of depth first search

[13] in identifying all the redundant edges from a node.

We present the algorithm in the next section.

3 Removal of Redundant

from a Node

Edges

We define the Control-flow Numbered Iteration Space

Dependence Graph (CNISDG) of an ISDG by labeling

the vertices of the ISDG to correspond to the sequen-

tial execution order (SEO). Since nodes are numbered

by SEO, for any edge (i, j) of a CNISDG, the relation

i < j is true. An edge (i, k) E E is a redundant edge

in a CNISDG, if and only if there exists a node j such

that there is a path from node i to node k through node

j and i < j < k. A redundant dependence in a loop

manifests itself as a redundant edge in the correspond-

ing CNISDG. Henceforth, we will use the terms redun-

dant edge and redundant dependence interchangeably.

A variant of depth first search [13] is used to identify all

the redundant edges from a node.

Iienceforth, we focus on removal of redundant edges
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from node 1 of a CNISDG. Let V’ be the set of all ver-

tices reachable from node 1 of a CNISDG and G’(V’, E’)

be the induced subgraph of the CNISDG on V’. In order

to find the redundant edges from node 1, it is su~cient

to analyze G’(V’, E’). The definition of V’ implies that

for any node i, there exists a path from node 1 to node

i in G’. Without loss of generality, we assume that any

node i of a CNISDG is reachable from node 1.

Depth First Search (DFS) starting at node 1 on a

CNISDG G(V, E) results in a spanning tree. Given a

DFS spanning tree T(V, E’), an edge of the CNISDG

can be classified as one of the following: tree edge, for-

ward edge, or cross edge. If an edge (i, j) belongs to E’,

then it is a tree edge. An edge (i, j) is a forward edge, if

and only if (i, j) does not belong to E’ and there exists

a path from node i to node j in T. An edge (i, j) is

a cross edge, if and only if (i, j) does not belong to E’

and there is no path from node i to node j in T. Fig. 3

illustrates these notions. A CNISDG haa one or more

DFS spanning trees. For instance, three different DFS

spanning trees for the graph in Fig. 3(a) are shown in

Fig. 3(b), Fig. 3(c), and Fig. 3(d). The SEO number of

a node is shown within the circle; the order in which a

node is visited is shown outside the node. The notion

of forward and cross edges are defined with respect to a

DFS spanning tree. We claim that a forward edge from
a node is a transitive edge.

Lemma 1 A forward edge of a CNISDG with ~spect

to a DFS spanning tree is redundant.

Proofi Let G(V, E) be a CNISDG, and T(V, E’) be a

DFS spanning tree of the G. Let (i, j) c E be a forward

edge with respect to the spanning tree T. The definition

of a forward edge implies that there exists a path i ~

k1+k2 +.. .kn_l + j of length n > 1, in T from i

to j. A node in a CNISDG corresponds to an iteration

and an edge between two nodes signifies a dependence

between the two iterations. This implies that

●

●

There is a dependence from iteration i to iteration

j.

There is a sequence of iterations i, kl, kz, . . . . k~- 1,j

such that there is a dependence between any two

consecutive iterations in the sequence.

Since, n >1, by definition, edge (i, j) is redundant. O

Lemma 1 states that a forward edge at a node is a

redundant edge, but the converse is not true. For in-

stance, in Fig. 3(c) edge (1,5) is a tree edge, but it is

redundant. A forward or cross edge with respect to one

DFS tree can be a tree edge in a different DFS tree. We

eliminate the redundant edges at a node by building a

DFS tree that is rooted at that node. We are interested

in a DFS tree where all the redundant edges of node 1

are forward edges of the tree.

a) A CNISDG b) A DFS Tree of the graph in (a)

~ Tree Edge

~ Cross Edge

““O’’’$”l”’’l’’”llll!$’-” Forward Edge

c) A DFS Tree of Ure graph in

(a)

d) SEODFS tree for the Graph in (a)

Figure 3: An Example for Depth First Search

We use a variant of the DFS algorithm as given in

Fig. 4 to find a DFS spanning tree rooted at node 1.

This algorithm is very similar to the DFS algorithm,

except that a node’s sequential execution order is used

as a tie-breaker in choosing an unvisited node from the

adjacency list. Hence, we call this search Sequential

Execution Order Depth First Search (SEODFS). By en-

forcing the SEO as a tie-breaker, we guarantee that all

the paths from node 1 to node j through any node in
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the range 2 to j– 1 are searched before selecting the

direct path. After selecting anunvisited node from the

adjacency list, the edges to the rest of the unvisited

nodes are pushed onto the stack in inverse sequential

execution order. This is illustrated by the example in

Fig. 3. The graph in Fig. 3(a) has nine nodes. Appli-
cation of SEODFS to this graph with node 1 aa a start

node, results in the tree shown in Fig. 3(d). After visit-

ing node 1, the tie-breaker selects node 2 and pushes the

edges (1, 5) followed by (1,3) onto the stack. Similarly,

at node 2, node 4 is selected while edge (2,6) is pushed

onto the stack. Node 5 is visited from node 4, and from

there node 7 is visited. At this point, since node 7 has

no unvisited adjacent nodes, the algorithm pops an edge

(u, v) from the stack until it finds an unvisited node V,

i.e., edge (2, 6). At node 6, the algorithm finds that node

7 is already visited, and detects (6,7) is a cross edge. It

is not a forward edge because none of the descendants of

node 6 has been visited yet. After visiting node 6, edge

(1, 3) is popped from the stack and node 3 is visited.

At node 3, edge (3,5) is recognized as a cross edge. In

the next step, edge (1, 5) is popped from the stack and

detected as a forward edge. In other words, whenever

an edge (u, v) is popped from the stack, if node w haa

already been visited, then (u, v) is a forward edge. The

following lemma and theorem characterize the SEODFS

algorithm.

Lemma 2 If edge (1, i) is redundant at node 1 then it

is not a tree edge in the SEODFS tree rooted at node 1.

Proof: Let G(V, E) be a CNISDG. Since edge (1, i)

is redundant, there exists at least one path of length

greater than 1 from node 1 to node i. Let V’ be the set of

all nodes in any path from node 1 to node i and k be the

smallest of the nodes in V’. The definition of k implies

that edge (1, k) c E. The control-flow numbering of the

nodes in a CNISDG implies that 1 < k < i. Therefore,

the SEODFS algorithm pushes edge (1, i) before edge

(1, k) on to the stack. This implies that when edge (1, i)

is popped out of the stack node k is already visited.

Hence, node i is visited before edge (1, i) is popped out

of the stack. Therefore, edge (1, i) is not a tree edge. ❑

Theorem 1 An edge (1, i) of a CNISDG is redundant

if and only if it is a forward edge with respect to the

SEODFS tree rooted at node 1.

Proofi From lemma 1 any forward edge is redundant.

Lemma 2 implies that edge (1, i) is not a tree edge in the

SEODFS tree rooted at node 1. It can not be a cross

DOi:=lto N

visited[i] := false;

END

count := O;

v := 1;

WHILE (count # N) DO

BEGIN

If visited[v] = false THEN

BEGIN

count := count + 1;

visited[v] := true;

Let S be the set of unvisited nodes in the

adjacency list of v

IF ISI # O THEN

BEGIN

for all but the smallest u E S push (v, u)

onto the stack in decreasing SEO of u.

Set v to the smallest of S.

END;

END;

ELSE IF stack is not empty Then

REPEAT

pop(stack,(u,v));

UNTIL visited[v] is false;

END;

Figure 4: Sequential Execution Order Depth First

Search Algorithm

edge because the source of the edge is the root node.

Therefore, it has to be a tree edge. c!

In this section an approach to detect redundant edges

at a node of a CNISDG has been presented. The com-

plexity of the algorithm is O(E). This algorithm is useful

in identifying redundant edges in a regular ISDG. In a

simple and regular loops all the redundant dependence

can be identified by applying this algorithm at node 1

of a subgraph of the corresponding ISDG, We present

the construction of the subgraph in the next section.

4 Removal of Redundant

pendences in a Regular

ple Loop

When an ISDG is regular, it may be possible

De-

Sim-

to ana-

lyze a subgraph of the ISDG and identify its redundant

edges. In this section, we show that analysis of a sub-
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graph of a regular ISDG called the R~ubgraph can iden-

tify the redundant edges. The size of the R-subgraph

is independent of the size of the iteration space, but

dependent on the values of dependence distances.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the lower

bound of the loop control variable is 1 and that there
are m dependence. Let A = dl, d2, . . . . d~ be the

distances of these dependence. Since a dependence dis-

tance is given by the subtraction of the iteration number

of a source of a dependence from that of a sink of the

dependence, any d~ is positive. Let d~a= = MAX(A)

be the largest value in the set A. We now show that if

a dependence edge from node 1 is redundant, then it is

redundant at every node and vice versa.

Theorem 2 In an ISDG, edge (1, di + 1) is ndundant

if and only if the edge due to the dependence distance di

is redundant a~ every node.

Proof: (Only if) Let the edge due to a dependence di be

redundant at node 1. From the hypothesis, there exists

a sequence of dij 6 A, not necessarily distinct, such

that d; = ~$=1 dij, I > 1 and 1 + di s n, the number
of nodes. ~he partial sum Sk! for 1 ~ k <.1 is defined

~sk = ~j=ldij. Since the edge due to di M redundant

from node 1 there is an alternate path at node 1 to node

di+lgiven byl~l+sl~l+s2 ~...~l+1~.l~

l+di.

Consider an arbitrary node m s n. If m + di > n,

then the edge due to dependence di does not exist and

is therefore redundant. If m + di s n, since the graph is

regular and sk iS monotonica]ly increasing, there k an

alternate path from node m to m + di given by m ~

m+sl~m+sz~... ~ m+ Sl_l ~ m+ di. That is

edge (m, m + di) is redundant. The proof of the if part

is very similar to that of the only if part. o

From theorem 2, it is clear that in order to deter-
mine all the redundant edges in an ISDG, it is sufllcient

to determine the redundant edges at node 1. For this

purpose we construct the R-subgraph R(V’, E’). The

set of vertices V’ is {1, 2,. , ., d~az + 1] and for every

1< i < j S (d~~c + 1), (i, j) c E’ if and only if there
ex~sts a dk such that (i+d~) is equal to j. In other words,

the R-subgraph of an ISDG is the induced subgmph[4]

on vertices {1,2,. . . . alma= + 1} of the ISDG. This is
illustrated through an example in Fig. 5. The loop in
Fig. 5(a) ha-s three inter-iteration dependence with dis-

tances of 2,5, and 7. The R_subgraph corresponding to
this loop has eight nodes. The connectivity of this sub-

graph is shown in Fig. 5(b). We show that an edge is

redundant at node 1 of the R.-aubgraph of an ISDG if

and only if it is redundant in the ISDG.

DO i := 1 to 100

A~] := A[i-2] + A[i+5] + AH-7];

END --

a) A One-D Do L{ J with Constant Dependence—

b) Rsmbgraph of the loop in (a)

Figure 5: Illustration of ISDG

Theorem 3 An edge jrwrn node 1 of an ISDG G(V, E)
is redundant if and only if it is also redundant in the

corresponding R.subgraph G’(V’, E’).

Proof: (Only if) Let edge (1, i) be redundant in G and

not redundant in G’. Since i s d~ + 1, and V’ includes

all the nodes in the range 1 . . . dm + 1, i belongs to V’.

Edge (1, i) is not redundant in G’ implies that there

exists apathl ~V1 +V2 +.. .vj ~i, wherej>O
andl<vk<iforalll~ k~j, in G butnotin G’.

This is not possible because G’ is an induced subgraph
of G and all the nodes in the range 1 . . . i belong to V’.

Hence, any edge of the form (1, i) redundant in G is also

redundant in G’. The if part is true because V’ ~ V and
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E’ ~ E, o

In order to find redundant edges of a regular one di-

mensional loop, we construct an R-subgraph using the

above procedure and find the redundant edges at node

1 of it using the algorithm described in section 3. The

complexity of the algorithm is O(m*dmaZ). MidkifT and

Padua use an algorithm [10] based on the transitive clo-

sure of an adjacency matrix. The complexity of their
algorithm is of the order m * d}az. Moreover, Midkiff

and Padua consider only one dimensional loops. In the

next section we show the applicability of our scheme to

two dimensional loops

5 Removal of Redundant De-

pendence in a Regular 2-D

Loop

Without loss of generality we assume that the lower

bound of the loop control variables of both loops is

one. First, we will consider loops that have rectan-

gular iteration space, that is the upper bound of the

inner loop is independent of the iteration number of the

outer loop. Unlike simple loops, redundancy of a depen-

dence is not uniform in the iteration space of doubly

nested loops. For instance, consider dependence vec-
tors (O, 15) T,(l, –13)~, and (1,2)T. At point (1, 1) the

dependence (1, 2) is redundant, but if the width of the

rectangular iteration space is less than twenty five units

then the dependence (1, 2)T is not redundant at point

(1, 10). The presence of negative components in depen-

dence vectors constrains the uniformity of redn ndaucy

in an ISDG. In this section we present an Rsubgraph

for rectangular loops, and prove that we can identify all

the redundant dependence. The applicability of this

scheme to triangular loops is also discussed.

The dependence distances of two dimensional loops

are vectors. The dependence vectors of the loop shown

in Fig. 6 are (2, O)T, (O, 3)*, and (2, —3)T. The depen-

dence vector (2, O)T is due to a flow dependence from

iteration (i, j) to iteration (i + 2, j). Similarly, the de-

pendence vector (O, 3)T signifies a flow dependence from

iteration (i, j) to iteration (i, j+3). The dependence vec-

tor (2, –3)T is due to an anti-dependence from iteration

(i, j) to iteration (i+ 2, j – 3). The first component of

a dependence vector corresponds to the outer loop and
the second to the inner loop. In the case of nested loops,

the component of an inner loop in a dependence vector

can be negative, because with respect to a particular

inner loop, the source of a dependence can potentially

be numbered higher than the sink of the dependence. In

any case, the first non-zero component of a dependence

vector is positive.

DOi:=lto5

DOj:=lto5

A[ij] := A[i-2j] + A[i+2j-3] + A[ij-3];
END

END

a) A Two-D Loop with Constant Dependence

b)

Figure 6:

Space for

ISDG for the Loop in (a)

Illustration of Dependence

a Two Dimensional Loop
Vectors Iteration

The nodes of an ISDG in a doubly nested loop can be

viewed as points in a two dimensional space. The node

corresponding to iteration vector (i, j) is represented by

the point (i, j) in two dimensional space. From a dif-

ferent perspective, point (i, j) can be viewed as a vec-

tor (i, j)~ at the origin of the coordinate system. This

provides a uniform perception for points in the iteration

space and the dependence vectors, and is useful in prov-

ing some results. Henceforth, we use point and vector

interchangeably. In an ISDG, if there is an edge from

point pl to point p2 then P2 = PI+ di, where PI and P2

are vectors representing points pl and p2, respectively,

and di is the dependence vector corresponding to the

edge. \\Te capture the spatial relation between any two

points in a rectangular iteration space with the following

definitions.

●

●

The relation pl ~ pz between two points pl and p2 is

true, if and only if P1l ~ Z’zl and P12 ~ P22, where

(PI*, F’~~)T and (FjI, PZZ)T are vectors representing

points pl and pz respectively.

The relation pl ~p2 between two points pl and p2 is

true if and only if P1l z P21 and Plz ~ PZZ, where

(F’I 1, I’12)T and (Pz1, P22)T are vectors representing
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thepointspl andp2 respectively.

In Fig. 6(b), any point in the grid is ~ than (1, 1)~ and

~ than (5, 5). In other words, a point p in the grid is

characterized by p ~ first and p ~ last, where first and

last, respectively, be the points representing the first

and last-iterations of a rectangular loop.

We redefine a redundant dependence of a two di-

mensional rectangular loop as follows: Let A =

{all, dz,..., d~ } be the set of dependence vectors. An

outgoing edge due to dependence di, 1 ~ i s m is re-

dundant at point pl, if and only if

1. di = di, +di, +... +difl, wheredi, E Aanddi # dij

foralll~j~n.

The first condition states that there is an alternate path

in a regular graph of unbounded size. Conditions two

and three guarantee that the path is in the rectangular

grid. Let us consider the following dependence vectors

(O, 7)~, (1, –11)~, and (3, 2)T. The dependence vector

(3, 2)T is redundant in an unbounded ISDG. However,

it is not redundant if the number iterations in the inner

loop is equal to twelve because conditions two and three

are not satisfied.

We have proved that if an edge is redundant at a

point of the ISDG of a one dimensional loop then it is

redundant at every other node. However, this is not true

for an ISDG of a two dimensional loop. Now we claim

th at if all the components of any dependence vector are

non-negative and if a dependence vector is redundant at

any point then it is redundant at every other point.

Theorem 4 If none of the dependence vectors of a 2-D

rectangular loop has negative components then the re-

dundancy of a dependence vector at any point of the

ISDG implies its redundancy at all points of the ISDG.

Proof: Let dependence d~ = d~l + d~, + . . . + din at

point pl be redundant. This implies that all the three

conditions of redundancy are true at point P1. Let sj =

Z=l ‘i,> 1< j < n Since all the components of any
dj, are positive, SP ~ S4, 1< p < q < n. Condition two
is true at every point, pz, because PZ Q PZ + Sj, 1 <

j < n and pz ~ first. Condition three is true because
P2 + S-n ~ last and P2 + Sj ~ Pz + S.. Hence, redundant y

is uniform at every point in the grid. ❑

When some of the components of dependence vec-

tors are negative redundancy is uniform in an un-

bounded space. We have shown an example of bounded

space, where redundancy is not uniform. Next we

present a sufficient condition for the uniformity of a

redundancy in a bounded space. The following no-

tation is used in presenting it. A dependence vec-

tor d~ is denoted by its components (c~l, c~z)~. Let,

A={dl, dz,.. ., dm } be the set of dependence vectors.

We define p~az aa Maz(Maz({c~zl 1 ~ i s m}), O).

That is, p~ac is equal to zero if the second compo-
nent of all the dependence vectors is negative, ot h-

erwise, it is the maximum of the second component

of all the dependence. Similarly, nmin is defined as

A4in(lfin({ci2 I 1 s i ~ m}), O). That is, nmin is

equal to zero if the second component of all the depen-

dence vectors is positive, otherwise, it is the minimum

of the second component of all the dependence, We de-

fine anmin as the absolute value of a nmin. In a doubly

nested loop if the number of iterations in the innermost

loop is greater than or equal to the sum of p~=. and

anmin then redundancy is uniform throughout the iter-

ation space. Before proving this we prove the following

lemma.

Lemma 3 Let pl be a point in a rectangular iteration

space of width pmaz + an~i~ and si = ~~=1 eik, where

n ~ 1 and ei, G A not necessarily distinct. From any

point within the rectangular grid, if the adjacent point

due to Si is within the grid then there exists a path of

length n given by a sequence of adjacent points in the

grid that corresponds to some permutation of e~~s.

Proof: We prove this using induction on the length of

the path, that is the number of e{~s. Let p2 be the point

given by PI + si.

Basis: When k is equal to one, Si is equal to eil. Since

k is equal to one there is only one permutation and the

path is given by P1, p2.

Hy othesis:
?

Let us assume that for any Si =

z,=, ‘~k12 1 the’e exists a Path from PI to P2 given
by a sequence of adjacent points in the grid and that

this sequence is determined by a permutation of ei~s.

Inductive step: Let us consider the case si =

~~~~ ei,,l z 1
Casel: All the c~,zs are positive. Since PZ is in the grid,

Z& ci,z < width This implies that there exists a point
P3 m the grid and a ei, such that P3 + ei, = P2. Since

vector addition is commutative and the length of the

path from pl to p3 is 1, by induction hypothesis there is

a path of adjacent points from pl to pz in the grid.
Case2: All the c~,zs are negative. Proof is very similar

to case one.

Case3: There is at least one positive ci,2 and one nega-
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tive c~~z. Let P2 = (cP21, CP22)T is the vector represent-

ing point p2. Suppose CP22 ~ pmaz, we can find a ei~ and

a point p3 such that P3 + ei~ is equal to P2 and ei~2 < 0.

The CP32 s pm.. + anmin because CPM s p~az and the

anm~n is less than the width of the grid. The point p3 is

in the grid because CP11 > 0 and CP21 ~ CP31. From the

induction hypothesis there is a path of adjacent points

within the grid from pl to pz and it corresponds to a

permutation of e~~s.

When CP22 > pmaz we can find a ei~ and a point p3

such that P3+ei~ is equal to P2 and ei~ z >0. The CP32 >

1 because CP22 > pm.=. The point p3 is in the grid

because CP1l >0 and CP21 ~ CP31. From the induction

hypothesis there is a path of adjacent points within the

grid from pl to p2 and it corresponds to a permutation

of e~~s. ❑

We show that when the width of the rectangular iter-
ation space is greater than or equal to the sum of p~a=

and anmin, if an edge is redundant at a point in an

ISDG then it is redundant at every other point.

Theorem 5 If a dependence edge is redundant at a

point of the ISDG of a rectangular two dimensional

loop and the width of the iteration space is greater than

Pmax -t un~in, then it is redundant at all points.

Proofi Let us assume that the dependence di is redun-

dant at point pl. Let p2 be an arbitrary point. Let P1

and P2 be the vectors representing the points pl and p2

respectively.

Casel: P2 + di P last

This implies that the edge corresponding to the depen-

dence di does not exist at point p2. Hence, the theorem

is vacuously true.

Case2: P2 + di ~ first

This implies that the edge corresponding to the depen-

dence di does not exist at point p2. Hence, the theorem

is vacuously true.

Case3: P2 + di ~ first and P2 + di ~ last

The condition one for redundancy is vacuously true. Let

pa be the adjacent point of p2 by distance di. Since the

width of the iteration space is greater than or equal to

sum of pmaz and anmin, we can always find a rectan-

gular grid, region of width equal to sum of pm=. and

anmin enclosing p2 and p3. From Lemma 3 there exists

an alternate path in the selected region from point pz to

point p3. Hence, conditions two and three of redundancy

are satisfied. Therefore the edge due to dependence di

is redundant at any point p2. •1

Let w = pmaz + anmin and I = AKaz({dilll ~ i ~

m}). The R-subgraph of a two dimensional rectangular

loop of width greater than or equal to w is given by

the induced subgraph over the nodes in the iteration

space given by 1 to 1 + w along the inner loop and 1 to

1+1 along outer loop. We apply SEODFS algorithm at

the node with index vector (1, (1 + anmin)). Since all

the dependence vectors are defined at this point, any

redundant dependence vector is detected by SEODFS

algorithm. From the above theorem any edge that is

redundant in the R_subgraph is also redundant in the

original graph. We define a precedence relation to be

used as a tie-breaker by the SEODFS algorithm. Node

P1 = (i, j)T precedes node PZ = (k, l)T if and only if
either i < k or i = k A j < 1. This precedence relation

provides a total order among nodes and this order is

same as SEO.

We have presented a scheme to determine redundant

edges for rectangular loops. It is possible to extend

this result to trapezoidal loops. In trapezoidal loops,

redundancy is uniform only over subspaces. In general,

in two dimensional loops a dependence is redundant at

a point if- a) there is a rectangular region of width (w+

1) enclosing the source and the sink of the dependence

in which all the discrete points in the space belong to

iteration space, b) the dependence vector is redundant

in the R_subgraph.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

We have presented an efficient algorithm for detect-

ing redundant edges when there are constant depen-

dence. Previous work considers only simple loops,

whereas we have investigated and characterized doubly

nested loops. These results can also be extended to

higher dimensions. In the case of higher dimensions, if

all the components of dependence vectors are positive,

then redundancy is uniform. If any negative component

is present, redundancy is not uniform. This algorithm

can be implemented as a phase in parallelizing com-

pilers such as Parafrase [7], PTRAN [2], and PFC [3].

The reduction in parallel execution time is dependent

on the type of synchronization primitives available and

the scheduling scheme.

We have presented our scheme using ISDG. One of

the technique proposed for execution of loops on a dis-

tributed memory computers is iteration space tiling.

The tile size is dependent on the dependence. Elimina-

tion of redundant dependence in the ISDG can poten-

tially reduce the tile size and increase the concurrency.
This scheme as presented here, is also applicable for

pre-synchronized scheduling [6, 12] on shared memory

multi-processors. If a shared memory multi-processor
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uses self-scheduling

rithm to CPG.
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